
 

FERMYNWOODS CONTEMPORARY ART PODCAST
EPISODE 10 - LUCIE MCLAUGHLIN

Jessica Harby: Hello and welcome to the Fermynwoods Contemporary Art Podcast. I’m your host 
and Assistant Director at Fermynwoods, Jessica Harby. 

Today we'll be hearing a triptych of  audio works by Lucie McLaughlin, an artist and writer from Belfast, 
currently based in Glasgow.  

If  you've been following us, you already know the current programme at Fermynwoods is about mining 
and landscape in all its various forms. In Clickety-Clack, Lucie uses field recordings of  her life as raw 
material for narrative sequences, extracting and transforming the meaning of  sounds we routinely 
ignore.  

When I hear this work, I really feel the last year - everyday sounds layering and carrying more meaning 
as our lives narrow and open up again.  

So here is Clickety-Clack by Lucie McLaughlin... 

———————————————————————————————————————— 
CLICKETY-CLACK 

Part 1  

sped up, and breathed out, the sea is fed by flowing 
rivers of language open under cities:  
                                                                   kissing in the back seat of a taxi 

what’s that? a child asks about the water  
dripping in the filter, about the oven fan and the rain 
she sings into the belly of a tin truck (a wolf howling) 

the mouth of the lough, low and flat  
or tightly curved and snapping 
or, a small place, like the hinge of a door 
                                         



        who walks its banks, trying to catch the water in their hands 
what dull bloom and cold breath set an electric box into the wall  
like a shrinking figure that’s finally found the limits of its movement 

my fingers turn a coin in my pocket  
it’s raised edge 
and with a hard buzzing sigh 
2 thick plastic bags are left on a doorstep 
the label says one adult, one child 

I wish I could record the ohhh ohhhhhhs sang in the non-bits of songs 
and giant sentient jellyfish floating on the surface of small seas 
hold my breath and try to control the weather 
                  clean up after the sky 

there are always clean hand towels 
                and nothingness, rooms with broken spotlights 
new carpets, spaces tasked with arranging our lives 
also—lost places, or a changed place, unwitnessed 

I lost an earring to the pavement the other day 
the annoying thing is I actually think I saw it fall  
along my left side: the silver chain’s shimmer 
I did a double take, but I didn’t turn around  
or really notice it leaving me 
          

rain clicking on scaffolding as it falls    through    the     stories 

a landscape, a mountainside, a height  
grass blowing in woody and wet corners 
    sheltered by the side of a ditch 

keep falling—fail clicks and feel clacks 
         keep a hold of it, the rough ground of it 
a peeling mess of surface and shine 



       life dragged over life, getting up and out 
the day dragged over the day before 
purty boats coming in too close 

I pull the leaves off hedges as I walk 
how can I try to write this lightness?  

            beside the rocks, letting the tide lap at my heels 
flicker of slow motion 
unsettled, the way cat’s eyes stay closed for a little too long when they blink 

waiting for the work coach to call 
the air rushed and pelting past 
       silence makes a sound 

its going is too slow in the moment 
            the need to speed up, hunch over 
           bend down to grab the stubbed toe, and rub 
feel the crash, feel tight to the street’s surface 
           steps, and sets of waves 

how does the space we’re in carry voices?  

the crack of an egg’s shell on laminate  

are you content to wait at the crossing for as long as it takes the green man to appear?  

sometimes a sky is like that 

blissed out, blurred 
hissing or unzipped 
it skids into the edge of the world 
the word 
   the world 

Part 2 (no transcript, sound only) 



PART 3 

I draw a lightning bolt, house, river, hand, city, cloud, arrow, lamp, window, fabric, body, limbs, tunnel, tree, metal 
ridges, big cat, plant pot, postcard, plait, stage set, soup pot, blue jeans, bin 

My phone died en route so I’m alone with a notebook and a giraffe pencil from Belfast Zoo. 
And this place, the river, trees. 
A bird soundtrack like the kind astronauts take to space on their ipods. 
Because space is retro like that, like ipods. 
People are bored; wander, pose for photos. 

An old woman sat shouting at everyone today in the queue for Tescos and the security man laughed. 

My thoughts are so unambitious that I never leave my bedroom. 
I think of packing things, putting scraps of paper and plastic and the odd long forgotten sock  
or bottle cap under the dresser into the bin with you. 
All you things, keeping me from being ready to leave. 

There are only two times that I like; the hour before darkness and the moments after it's fallen, 
when the river's surface becomes tv static and the bats dive at my head. 
All other moments are meaningless. 
I think about them less and at more of a distance, as if our brief encounter was a close scathe with an illness, now 
mostly recovered. 

I don’t see anyone, except my mum and the odd Zoom with headphones pushed too deep into my ears. 
I only realised recently that Zoom is a bit like ‘room.’ 
After those Zoom calls are over, the streets feel more empty still. 
Maybe it's the time to write letters. 
But Eileen Myles says that letters are literary, the new academic. 
The telephone call is the poem, and I don't have any of those. 

Painting my nails might be meditation, structure, ritual. 
The side of one house might be fish bones without the flesh, covered in dead ivy stems. 

I haven't seen any rats. 
Just the ducks, foxes, bats, midgies. 
There is always rustling. 
Some small wriggling meeting its end. 

Many different languages pass by from the walkers, joggers and dogs. 
From my bench, I watch their trainers and paws for a long time appear and disappear in my field of vision without 
moving my head. 
I think, this is lonely. 



I keep touching the buttons on my dead mobile phone just out of habit. 
I think, there is the poem. 

I get off my bike to take a photo of a beetle on the silver table top of a metal railing,  
between the river and the road. 
I watch the small insect on its journey. 
I think about where it came from, and where it’s going to. 

There is a drone on the air, it fades like a slingshot into the distance. 
Cars sound like helicopter’s wings on the near streets, 
a taxi speeding to a stop. 
Two passengers, drunk as I am, crunching on snail’s shells inside the kerb stones. 

The electric box greets me with its humming. 
The slamming of car doors are commas in a night ending soon 
when I’m tucked up again, alone. 

‘Hello’ 
Hi 
‘My name is Cillian’ 
I know 
‘and welcome to my sleep story ’ 

There is this wall that melts into grass at the lower edge. 
Each blade damp with the day long dew of winter. 
Grey breezeblocks frame the top line behind it:  
the back of an industrial building of some kind, 
extractor fans, metal fire escapes, steps, CCTV cameras. 

‘Three… two… one… KICK’ 

The wall is painted with a large mural of Monet’s Water Lillies. 
The bridge arching over the gently moving sunshine and pond. 
The image has deteriorated over time, but it’s still recognizable. 
Patches of light are missing on the lillies. 
A dirty grey bleeds into the water by way of the wall’s re-emergence over time. 
Something that was put up, block by block, then covered, then uncovered. 



The colour still stuck to the surface reflects the grass and shrubs on either side. 
Pillars through which to see something. 

There are also the edges of other houses, more garden, hedges. 
Beyond that the traffic on the main road, 
tearing little strips off the painting with every lorry approaching and receding. 
I wonder how many gardens have ponds, or short bridges ineffective for any practical purpose? 
I wonder how many people have visited Monet paintings in museums, in gilded frames? 
All colour is an echo of other colours. 

The wall stands quiet and resolute. 
The click of a lighter tests its height and reach: a woman out the back of the garage, on a fag break. 
If I stand here long enough, maybe I’ll feel close to her, 
like when I sit on the top bar of benches in town, 
the seats covered in muddy footprints from builders sitting here in the same way, but before. 

———————————————————————————————————————— 

Jessica Harby: Thank you for listening to the Fermynwoods Contemporary Art Podcast. If  you enjoy 
our podcast, make sure to positively rate, review and subscribe on your podcatcher. It helps other 
people find the podcast, and it makes us feel good about ourselves. 

This episode of  the Fermynwoods Podcast is supported by Arts Council England and a grant from 
Localgiving and Postcode Places Trust, a grant-giving charity funded by players of  People’s Postcode 
Lottery.  

Clickety-Clack by Lucie McLaughlin was originally commissioned as part of  URGENCIES at CCA 
Derry~Londonderry, a project supported by Arts Council of  Northern Ireland and Derry City & 
Strabane District Council. 

You can find more from Lucie McLaughlin at luciemclaughlin.com.   
Accompanying images for this audio work are at our website. There are links to both in the episode 
description. 

Visit fermynwoods.org for more on our programme and to sign up for our monthly email newsletter. 
Follow us at Fermynwoods on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.  

Thanks for listening. Hope to see you back here soon. 


